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COLLECTIONS OF SUBSETS
WITH THE SPERNER PROPERTY
BY

JERROLD R. GRIGGS

Abstract. Let X = {1,. . ., n) and Í" = {1,..., k), k < n. Let C(n, k) be the
subsets of X which intersect Y, ordered by inclusion. Lih showed that C(n, k) has
the Sperner property. Here it is shown that C(n, k) has several stronger properties.
A nested chain decomposition is constructed for C(n, k) by bracketing. C(n, k) is
shown to have the LYM property. A more general class of collections of subsets is
studied: Let X be partitioned into parts Xx,. . ., Xm, let Ix, . . . , Im be subsets of

{0, 1.«},

and let P - {Z c X\ \Z n X¡\ e /„ 1 < i < m). Sufficient condi-

tions on the /, are given for P to be LYM, or at least Sperner, and examples are
provided in which P is not Sperner. Other results related to Spemer's theorem, the
Kruskal-Katona theorem, and the LYM inequality are presented.

In 1928 Sperner [18] showed that if S is a collection of subsets of X =
{1,.. ., h) such that no set in S contains any other, then

This bound is best-possible and is attained if and only if S consists of all subsets of
A of size I \n I or all subsets of size \\n\. ([aj and [a] are, respectively, the
greatest integer < a and the least integer > a.) Lih [15] recently discovered this
generalization of Sperner's theorem: With A as above, let y be a fc-element subset
of A, say Y = {I, . . ., k}. Again let 'S be a collection of subsets of A with no set
in S containing any other, but with the additional property that each set in S has a
nonempty intersection with Y. Then

Equality is attained here for example if S consists of all subsets of A of size i^nl

which intersect Y.
Let C(n, k) denote the collection of all subsets of A which intersect Y, ordered
by inclusion. Lih's result is that C(n, k) has the Sperner property. Following a
review of the terminology of extremal set theory in §1, we show in §2 that C(n, k)
has a stronger property: It is a nested chain order.

In §3 we show that C(n, k) has the LYM property, which is also stronger than
the Sperner property. We broaden this by looking at collections of all subsets of A
with specified intersection sizes with each part of a partition of A. Specifically,
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suppose that A is partitioned

into parts A,, . . . , Xm, and let /„...,/„

be subsets

of (0, 1, ... , n}. Let

= [z g x |z n a,.| e/„ i <i <m},
ordered

by inclusion.

For

instance,

if m = 2, Xx=

Y, X2 = X — Y, Ix =

(1, . . . , n}, and /2 = (0, 1, . . . , n}, we get P = C(n, k). We employ the product
theorem for LYM posets to show that P is LYM and has logarithmically concave
Whitney numbers whenever the sets 7, are all arithmetic progressions. Wareham
[19] has discovered a new proof of this result from a different perspective which
employs networks and flow-morphisms.
Additional sufficient conditions on the I¡ for P to be Sperner are derived in §4
with the assistance of other tools: The product theorems for symmetric chain
orders and for posets with property S.
Counterexamples to several further generalizations of the results here are given
in §5. For example, it is shown that without any restrictions on the /,, P above need
not have the LYM property nor even the Sperner property. We also present a
collection of subsets of A of fixed size such that the filter generated by them is not
Sperner. This is a counterexample to a conjecture of Lih.
A different proof that C(n, k) is LYM is presented in §6 which employs the
Kurskal-Katona theorem. This approach does not yield the broad results of §3, but
the proof is of interest in itself: A new lower bound is given for the size of the
collection 5* of (m + l)-subsets of A which each contain at least one of a
collection S of w-subsets of A.
Sperner found all maximum-sized antichains 'S of subsets of A: He found that
all sets in such an S have the same size. This result is extended to C(n, k) in §7 by
a proof which generalizes Sperner's proof.
§8 concludes the paper with a new LYM-style inequality for antichains in
C(n, k) that for k = n is the usual LYM inequality for antichains of subsets of A.
The following theorems contain independent proofs that C(n, k) is Sperner:

Theorems 2.1, 3.2, 4.4, 6.1, and 7.1.
1. Terminology. A finite poset (partially ordered set) P is ranked (graded) if there
exists a function r: P —*{0, 1, 2, .. . } such that r(x) = 0 for minimal elements x in
P and r(y) = r(z) + 1 if y covers z in P. r(x) is the rank of x, and the rank of P is
the maximum rank of the elements of P. C(n, k) is ranked and for A G C(n, k),

r(A) = \A\ — I. If P is ranked, the number of elements of rank y is called the jt h
Whitney number, denoted by Nj(P).
Bn denotes the Boolean algebra of order n, which consists of all 2" subsets of
X = {I, . . . , n}, ordered by inclusion.
A chain (respectively, antichain) is a totally ordered (unordered) subset of P.
dx(P) denotes the width of P which is the size of the largest antichain in P. A
ranked poset P has the Sperner property if dx(P) = max, Nj(P). For any k a
k-family is the union of k antichains in P. dk(P) is the size of the largest /c-family in
P. A ranked poset P has property S [7] (or the strong Sperner property [17]) if for
all k dk(P) is the sum of the k largest Whitney numbers in P.
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A ranked poset P has the LYM property if every antichain AGP
inequality:

satisfies this

2 ir1W)<x-

xfEA

"r(x)\r)

If P has the LYM property, then it has property 5 and hence the Sperner property.
A regular poset is a ranked poset such that for all i, every element of rank / is
covered by the same number a, of elements and covers the same number ßt of
elements. For example Bn is regular. Regular posets are known to have the LYM
property.
The product (direct product, Cartesian product) of two posets P and Q, denoted

P X Q, has elements (p, q) forpGP

and q G Q and is ordered by:

(p, q) < (p', q') <=>p< p' in P and q < q' in Q.
P has Whitney numbers which are logarithmically concave or LC if for ally:

(Nj(P))2 > (Nj_x(P))(NJ+x(P)).
LC Whitney numbers are unimodal which means that for some r,

N0(P) < NX(P) <

■ ■ < Nr(P) > Nr+x(P) > ....

Two ranked posets P and Q are compatible [17] if there exists a d such that for all

i andy N¡(P) < Nj(P) only if Nd_i(Q) < Nd_j(Q). This is symmetric in P and Q.
A chain in a ranked poset P is saturated if consecutive elements in the chain are
consecutive in P. A symmetric chain order is a ranked poset P which can be
partitioned into saturated chains which are symmetric about middle rank. This
means that every chain contains elements of each rank from y top —j for somey,
where p is the rank of P. Symmetric chain orders have symmetric and unimodal
Whitney numbers. They have property S and the Sperner property, but need not

have the LYM property.
More generally, P will continue to have the properties above if the symmetry
condition is removed. Gansner [2] has introduced the term nested chain orders for

such ranked posets. These are defined as ranked posets which can be partitioned
into saturated chains which are pairwise nested, that is, of any two chains in the
partition, the one containing the element of the least rank also contains the element
of the greatest rank. In the language of [7], these are unimodal posets with
condition R.
For more details and references on these notions refer to the surveys in [4] and

[6].
2. C(n, k) is a nested chain order. Lih proved that C(n, k) has the Sperner
property with a straightforward argument similar to Sperner's original theorem.
(We refine this argument in §7.) Here we show by bracketing or parenthesization
the considerably stronger result that C(n, k) is a nested chain order. This generalizes the well-known fact that Bn is a symmetric chain order.
Theorem

2.1. C(n, k) is a nested chain order.
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Proof. Greene and Kleitman [5] and Leeb produced an exphcit symmetric chain
decomposition of Bn by bracketing: To each S G X associate the sequence As =
ax, a2, . . ., a„ of O's and l's, where a, = 1 if and only if i G S. Whenever a 1
immediately follows a 0 in As, bracket or join them by placing parentheses around
them. Continue this pairing procedure as long as possible by pairing an unpaired 0
with an unpaired 1 which follows it immediately, or which is separated from the 0
only by previously paired digits. For instance, for n = 11 and S =

{1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11},As has joined pairs 3-4, 5-6, 2-7, and 10-11. The bracketing is
1(0(01)(01)1)10(01).
This bracketing is unique for all 5, and the unpaired digits consist of l's followed

by O's.
Sets in Bn with the same bracketing (joined pairs) form a saturated chain which
is symmetric about middle rank, \n. So bracketing induces a symmetric chain
decomposition of Bn. In C(n, k) we bracket and form chains the same way, so that
C(n, k) is partitioned into chains which each lie in one of the chains induced by
bracketing

Bn. We now consider how a chain in the bracketing

of Bn produces

a

chain in C(n, k).
S G Bn belongs to C(n, k) only if it intersects Y, that is, only if one of the first k
digits in As is a 1. Let C be a chain in the bracketing of Bn and let S be its bottom
set. First suppose As contains a 1 in its first k digits. Then 5 E C(n, k). This
implies that all sets in C belong to C(n, k), so that C is a chain induced by

bracketing C(n, k).
Next suppose As begins with k O's, and all are paired. Then this will be true all
the way up the chain C, and no set from C belongs to C(n, k).
Finally suppose As begins with k O's, not all of which are paired. Let T be the set
in C which covers S. AT is formed by changing the leftmost unpaired 0 in As to a
1. Thus AT contains a 1 in one of the first k digits, which imphes that T G C(n, k).
So all sets above S in C belong to C(n, k). Deleting S from C produces a chain in

the bracketing of C(n, k).
The three cases above show that for any chain in the bracketing of C(n, k) there
is ay < I \n\ such that the chain contains sets of size y + l,j + 2, . . . , n —j and
possibly also a set of size j. It follows that these chains form a nested chain

decomposition. □
This proof was inspired by Gansner's

study of another family of posets, the
lattices of order ideals of an up-down poset [2]. For an up-down poset of n points,
the lattice of order ideals can be partitioned by bracketing into chains containing
sets of size y or j + 1 through n —j. This is just like C(n, k). We can also carry
over Gansner's observation that each of these chains contains a set of size \ ^«1, so
that dx(C(n, k)) is the number of sets of size [2nl in C(n, k), as Lih already
discovered. We also see that C(n, k) has unimodal Whitney numbers. This result is
improved in the next section: C(n, k) is LC.
3. The LYM theorems. In this section we employ the theory of finite sets to
obtain an even shorter proof that C(n, k) has the Sperner property. Indeed, we
obtain the stronger result that C(n, k) is LYM and LC. This result is generalized to
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a wide class of collections of subsets. Theorem 3.3 displays a related but different
class of collections of subsets which are LYM and LC.
We require the product theorem for LYM posets discovered by Harper and later
by Hsieh and Kleitman. Although the product of two LYM posets P and Q may

not be LYM, it will be true if P and Q are LC also.
Theorem 3.1 [9], [10]. Supposeposets P and Q are LYM and LC. Then P X Q is
LYM and LC.
One can see that C(n, k) is LYM and LC as follows: C(n, k) is the product of
two posets. One consists of all nonempty subsets of Y, and the other consists of all
subsets of A — Y. It is easy to verify that both of these posets are LYM and LC, so

that by the LYM product theorem, C(n, k) is itself LYM and LC.
What is happening here is that A is partitioned into 2 parts, Y and X — Y, and
the posets containing the nonempty subsets of Y and the subsets of A — Y are
LYM and LC. This suggests investigating what happens when A is partitioned into
an arbitrary number m of parts A,, . . ., Xm and when the sizes of intersections
with each part A, are specified. Let P be the poset containing all subsets of A
satisfying these constraints. Theorem 3.2 shows that P is LYM and LC if the
allowed sizes of the intersections form arithmetic progressions for each part X¡. A
new proof of this theorem was discovered by Wareham [19]. §5 contains examples
showing that this is not true in general. In fact, P need not be Sperner even, nor

unimodal.
Theorem 3.2. Let X = {I, . . . , n} be partitioned into parts A,, . . . , Xm. Let
Ii G (0, 1, . . . , IA,-1) be an arithmetic progression, 1 < / < m. Let

P = {Z g X\ \Z n A,| G /,., 1 < i < m},
ordered by inclusion. Then P is LYM and LC.

Proof. For all i, let i>, = {Z g X,\ \Z\ £ /,.}. Then P is isomorphic to Px
X • •• X Pm. It suffices to show that each P, is LYM and LC, for then repeated
application of the product theorem implies that P is LYM and LC.
Let I¡ = {a¡, a¡ + d¡,.. ., a, + N^}. P¡ is ranked, and rank y in P¡ is just rank

a¡ + jd¡ in the Boolean algebra BM. Bm is LYM, which imphes that P¡ is LYM
also. That P¡ is LC follows from this simple inequality:

í\a,+jd,)
'*'" X>(U + 0-04/U
M )i +C/
M+ W , n
It is interesting to note that this last observation that P¡ is LC can be generalized.
Specifically, for any LC poset Q and any arithmetic progression I, the poset
Q' = {x G Q\r(x) G 1} is also LC. So Theorem 3.2 can be generalized beyond
Boolean algebras to products of arbitrary LYM and LC posets. Now we give some
applications of Theorem 3.2.

Example 3.1. C(n, k) is P in Theorem 3.2 when m = 2, A, = Y - {1.k},
X2 = X - Y= {k + l,...,n},
7, = (I, • . . , k}, and I2 = {0, 1,..., n - k).
Hence, C(n, k) is LYM and LC. It follows that C(n, k) is Sperner.
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Example 3.2. With A and Y as above with 1 < / < k, let P consist of all subsets
of A which intersect Y at least / times. This is like Example 3.1, but now
Ix = {I, . . . , k}, which is more general. By the theorem, P is LYM and LC. Here
are two expressions for Nj(P), 0 < j < n - I;

w-0:i)-ï(î)U7-\)
dx(P) is the largest Nj(P). For / = 1, this is attained by y = [5«] — L independent
of k. But in general a formula for j maximizing Nj(P) will depend on k. For

example, if n = 8, and 1 = 2, Nj(P) is largest wheny = 3 if k = 3 and wheny = 2 if
k = 4. See §8 for more on this poset.
Example 3.3. w-color A and let P consist of all subsets of A containing at least a¡
and at most b¡ elements of color i. Then P is LYM and LC.
Example 3.4. Let P consist of all subsets of A containing an even number of odd
elements and an odd number of even elements. That is, A, = I2 = {1, 3, . . . } and
A2 = /, = (0, 2, . . . }. Then Ix and I2 are arithmetic progressions, so P is LYM

and LC.
Example 3.5. Let n = 4, m = 2, A, = {1, 2}, A2 = {3, 4}, Ix = {0, 1, 2}, and
I2 = {0, 2}. This shows that the ranks in P do not correspond to the collections of
sets in P of the same size. Here {3,4} has rank 1 and {1,2} has rank 2.
Nevertheless, this P is LYM and LC by the theorem. (This P is isomorphic to

C(3, 3), i.e., to B3 with 0 deleted.)
Why do we require the condition

that /, be an arithmetic

progression

in Theorem

3.2? Although this condition is not necessarry, we do need something. Consider
what happens when no conditions are placed on the I¡. The posets P¡ remain
ranked and still inherit the LYM property from the Boolean algebra of all subsets
of X¡. However, the Whitney numbers of P¡ are merely unimodal and are not
always LC as the product theorem requires. The smallest example of this is with

IA,-1= 8 and I¡■= {0, 1, 4}. P¡ has Whitney numbers 1, 8, 70 in this case.
Indeed P is not LYM nor LC for general /,. In §5 examples are given to
demonstrate this. Even the Sperner property fails in general, although it holds
under certain conditions not covered by Theorem 3.2. §4 presents these results.
For the remainder of this section we will show that a different, but related, class
of posets has the LYM property. The motivating example is this problem: With X
and Y as usual, let P be the subsets of A with an equal number of elements inside
and outside Y. What can we say about P this time? As in Theorem 3.2 we can show
that P is LYM and LC, and again we can prove a more general result for arbitrary
partitions of A with restrictions on the sets I,.
Theorem 3.3. Let X = {I, . . . , n} be partitioned into m parts, A,, . . . , Xm. For
1 < i < m let f: G {0, 1, . . . } be an arithmetic progression of integers of length
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N + 1, say 7, = {a„ a¡ + d„ ...,

a, + Nd¡}, where d¡ > 0. Let

P = {Z g A|(3A G {0, 1, ... , A})(|Z n X,\ = a, + \d¡, 1 < i < m)}.
77iéviP is LYM and LC.
Proof. Each element of rank a in P is the union over / of a subset of A, of size
a¡ + Xdj. It follows by symmetry that P is regular, hence LYM. P has Whitney

numbers NX(P) = (NX(PX))■ ■ ■ (NX(PJ), where 7>,= {Z G A,| \Z\ G /,}. From
the proof of Theorem 3.2, P¡ is LC. The product of nonnegative LC sequences is
LC so P is LC. □
Example 3.6. With A and Y as usual consider

p = {z g x\ \z n y\ = \z n (A - y)\}.
P is LYM and LC by Theorem 3.3 with A, = Y, X2 = X - Y, Ix = I2 =
{0, 1, . . . }.
Example 3.7. More generally, given numbers a„ . . . , am, let

P={Z
G X\ax\Z n A,|-=
Then by Theorem 3.3 P is LYM and LC.

am\Z n XJ).

In Theorem 3.2 the numbers |Z n A,| are selected independently for each i (in
"series"). In 3.3 they are picked for all / simultaneously (in "parallel"). 3.2 is deeper
and more interesting because it produces LYM posets that are not regular.
4. Two more approaches. There are two more product theorems which we apply
in this section to obtain sufficient conditions on the sets 7, of Theorem 3.2 to
guarantee that the poset P defined there has the Sperner property.
Here is the product theorem for symmetric chain orders (see [6] for a proof).
Theorem 4.1. 7/7* and Q are symmetric chain orders, then so is P X Q.
We say a subset 5 of {0, 1, . . . , r} is symmetric if for ally,y G S if and only if
r — j G S. Here

is a theorem

which

gives

sufficient

conditions

for P to be a

symmetric chain order. Recall that symmetric chain orders have property 5 (and,
hence, the Sperner property) and unimodal Whitney numbers.
Theorem

4.2. Let X = {1, . . . , n} be partitioned

into parts Xx, . . . , Xm. Let 7, be

symmetric in {0, 1, ... , \Xt\}, 1 < i < m. Then

P = {Z c X\ \Z n A,| £ 7,.,1 < i < m}
is a symmetric chain order.

Proof. The poset of all subsets of A, is isomorphic to Bm, a symmetric chain
order. The symmetric chains, restricted to 7*,= {Z c A,| |Z| £ 7,}, estabhsh that
P¡ is a symmetric chain order. By repeated application of Theorem 4.1, P is a
symmetric chain order, since P is isomorphic to Px X • • • X Pm. □
For partitions into just two parts there is another approach we can take to get
sufficient conditions for P to have the Sperner property. This is to use this product
theorem for posets with property S.
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Theorem 4.3 [17]. Let P and Q be unimodal posets with property S. If P and Q are
compatible, then P X Q is unimodal and Sperner.
Theorem

4.4. Suppose X = {1, . . . , n} is partitioned into two parts, A, and X2.

For i = 1, 2 let 7, c {0, 1, . . . , |A,|}, and let P, = {Z c A,| \Z\ G 7,}. Let
P= {Z GX\\Z
If Px and P2 are compatible,

n A,| £7,,/

= 1,2}.

then P is unimodal and Sperner.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, Px and P2 are LYM. Hence they have
property S. Their Whitney numbers are subsequences of the Whitney numbers for
2?|jj-1and B^x^, so are unimodal. By hypothesis Px and P2 are compatible. Hence by
Theorem 4.3, P = Px X P2is unimodal and Sperner. □
Unfortunately, Theorem 4.3 does not permit us to say anything about partitions
of A into more than two parts, because it only implies that Px X P2 is Sperner and
we require that Px X P2 has property S to use the theorem on Px X P2 X P3. An
application of Theorem 4.4 is included in Example 5.2.
Another instance where Theorem 4.4 may be applied is to C(n, k). Simply take
A,, A2, 7,, and 72 as in Example 3.1.
5. Counterexamples. This section contains counterexamples to several plausible
generalizations of the results in the last two sections.
Example 3.2, viewed in a different light, says that if we let S be the collection of
subsets of Y of size /, then the poset

7>S={Z

GX\(3W

G%)(W GZ)},

i.e., the filter generated by S, is LYM. We show now that for arbitrary collections
S of /-subsets of A, P§ is not even Sperner. This supplies a counterexample to Lih's
conjecture [14] that in any Sperner poset the filter generated by a collection of
elements of fixed rank is Sperner.
Example 5.1. Let n = 6 and let

S = {1234, 1256, 1356, 1456,2356, 2456, 3456},
brackets omitted. Then P§ has rank 2 and Whitney numbers 7, 6, 1, starting with
A0. Ps is not Sperner because there is an antichain of size 8,

{12345,12346,1256, 1356,1456,2356,2456, 3456}.
In the remaining example we follow the notation and proof of Theorem 3.2
except that the sets I¡ are not restricted to arithmetic progressions.
Example 5.2. Here is a small example showing that P is not LYM in general.

Take n = 10, A, = {1, . . . , 9}, A2 = {10}, 7, = {0, 1, 4}, and 72 = {0, 1}. P has
Whitney numbers

1, 10, 135, 126. Here is an antichain

in P which violates the

LYM inequality,

{{10}}U{ZCA,||Z|=4}.
However, Theorem 4.4 tells us that P is Sperner because P, and P2 are compatible

with d = 2: Px has Whitney numbers 1, 9, 126, P2 has Whitney numbers 1, 1. P
actually has property S.
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Example 5.3. Now we show that P is not unimodal in general. If there are
examples with small n, say n < 20, they are probably rather complicated. Here we
go to a large n, n = 400, but get a simple example. Let m = 2, A, = {1, . . . , 200},

A2 = {201, . . ., 400}, and 7, = 72 = {100, 109, 110}. P, and P2 are isomorphic
rank 2 posets. It is convenient to define

/200\
a=!i09i
a 1200\

46'

(200\
o=UlpiÄ369.
P (200\

\ loo/

woo/

P has rank 4 and Whitney numbers as follows.

NX(P) = 2«A0(P) « (.892)A0(P),
A2(P) = (2ß + a2)N0(P) « (.938)A0(P),

N3(P) = 2aßN0(P) « (.329)A0(P),
A4(P) = ß2N0(P) « (.136)A0(P).

NX(P) is less than N0(P) and N2(P), so P is not unimodal. None of our theorems
apply to P, but nonetheless it can be shown that P has property S. (To do this, use
the result [3] that every finite poset has a rc-family of maximum size made up of full
orbits under the automorphism group of the poset. In this example there is only
one orbit at each rank, except rank 2, which has two orbits. That P has property S
follows easily.) In fact, a careful study shows that P has the LYM property.
Example 5.4. Once a poset P which is not unimodal was constructed, it appeared
likely that posets P without the Sperner property would be lurking nearby.
Fortunately this is the case. Although P in Example 5.3 is Sperner (and even
LYM), we need only take its product with 75, to lose the Sperner property.
Construct this poset, call it P', as follows: Take n = 401, m = 3, Xx, X2, 7„ and 72

as in Example 5.3, A3 = {401}, and 73 = {0, 1}. By design N/P') = A/P) +
Nj_x(P), 0 < j < 5. Hence,
A0(P')=A0(P)

= (200)2,

A.(P') « (1.892)A0(P),
A2(P')~(1.830)A0(P),
A3(P') « (1.267)A0(P),
A4(P') « (.465)A0(P),

A5(P') « (.136)A0(P).
So P' is back to being unimodal, but here is an antichain larger than any of the

Nj(P').
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a = {z g
u {z
u {z
u {z

x\ \z n
c a| \z
c a| \z
c a| \z

a,| = |z n x2\ = 100,\z n a3| = 1}
n a,| = |z n a2| = 109,\z n a3| = 0}
n A,| = no, |z n a2| = loo,\z n a3| = 0}
n a,| = loo,|z n a2| = no, \z n a3| = o},

i.e., take sets in rank 2 of P, together with sets in rank 0 of P with 401 added.

Ml = A0(P) + N2(P) « (1.938)A0(P),
which exceeds the largest NAP1).
One might hope that Theorem 4.1, the product theorem for symmetric chsin
orders, could be extended to nested chain orders. Examples 5.3 and 5.4 show that
this is not possible. For, each poset P, consists of full ranks from B^, so the
symmetric chain decomposition of B\x¡ induces a nested chain decomposition of P,.
In Example 5.3, P = P, X P2 is not unimodal, so cannot be a nested chain order.
In Example 5.4, P = P, x P2 X P3 is not even Sperner.

6. C(n, k) is LYM via the Kruskal-Katona Theorem. A poset P has the LYM
property if and only if it has the normalized matching property, which is that for
every ranky and every set S of elements of ranky,
ic *i

(1)

ic i

ffJ+l(p)

Nj(py

where §>* denotes the set of elements which cover some element of S [13].
It follows that C(n, k) can (again) be shown to be LYM by proving that equation
(2) below holds for all m and for all collections S of m-subsets in C(n, k). Such a
collection S also lies in the Boolean algebra of all subsets of A, Bn. The subsets S *
which cover S are the same in Bn as in C(n, k). We already

know that Bn is LYM,

so taking P = Bn in (1) implies that

\m+

|S|

I n\

l)

m + 1'

However, this bound on |S *|/|S | is weaker than that required by (2).
The Kruskal-Katona theorem [11], [14] provides the best-possible lower bound
on |S *|/|S | for collections S with |S | given. Specifically, suppose

n=(^-J +(„X"-,)+-+(?)where an_m > a„_m_x > ■ ■ ■ > a¡ > i > 0. (Such a's exist and are unique.) Then

1 '
\n-m-\J
\n-m-2)
V'-l/
(This is the complement of Theorem 8.1 in [4].) Although this best-possible bound
on |S *| for given |S | is stronger than that in (2), it is not suitable for proving (2).
We require an induction argument. However, we use another version of the
Kruskal-Katona theorem to obtain collections S for which |S*| attains its lower

bound.
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The new bound on |S *|/|S | given in (2) actually works for S in Bn, not just in
C(n, k). So Theorem 6.1 is stated for Bn. Unfortunately, it does not appear that this
approach can be extended to more general problems, such as the posets discussed
in Example 3.2 and again in §8.
Theorem

6.1. Let % be a collection of m-subsets of A = {1,...,«}

with

1<|S| < O - C»*)-Then

,~

M . \m + \)~\m + J

Proof. According to the Kruskal-Katona theorem [11], [14] |S*| is minimized
over all collections S of m-subsets of A, with |S | equal to some fixed value s, by
taking the first s m-subsets of A under reverse lexicographic ordering. (This is the
complement of [4, p. 64].) This means that each m-subset Z of A is identified with
an «-digit binary number ax, a2, . . . , an by a¡ = 1 if i G Z and a¡ = 0 if / £ Z. To
minimize |S *| take S to be S (n, m, s), which we define to be the m-subsets of X
corresponding to the s largest binary numbers with m ones and length n.
Let <p(n, m, s) = |S*(n, m, s)\/s, where S*(«, m, s) means (S(n, m, s))*. So
<p(n, m, s) is the minimum of |S *|/|S | for all S with |S | = s. The theorem thus

reduces to showing that

Í " )-("-k)
/-.-,
(3)

/
\
\m + I)
<p(n, m, s) >

\m + I )

(:)-(";*)

for K s < O - C«*)Let

*<«.
*.0-(£)-

(""'>

o<«<».

This is the number of m-subsets of A which intersect {1./}.
When
e(n, m, k), S («, m, s) consists of all m-subsets of A which intersect
{I, . . . , k}, that is, S(«, m, s) contains all m-sets in C(n, k). So S*(w, m, s)
(m + l)-sets in C(n, k) for this s. Hence the right side of (3) is
<p(n, m, e(n, m, k)), and (3) is equivalent to
(4)

<p(n, m, s) > <p(«, m, e(n, m, k)),

s =
Y=
is all
just

I < s <, e(n, m, k).

We prove (4) for all m and k by induction on n. For n = 1, (4) is trivial, so
assume n > 1. The proof might not be so hard if <p(n, m, s) > <p(n, m, s + 1) for all
s, but this is not true in general. However, (4) follows from these two observations,
(5) and (6), which are proved below,
(5)

<p(n, m, e(n, m, /')) > <p(n, m, e(n, m, i + 1)),

and, for e(n, m, i) < s < e(n, m, i + 1),

(6)

<p(n, m, s) > (p(n, m, e(n, m, i + 1)).

This trivial lemma is used repeatedly in the proof.
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Lemma.Let A, B,C,D

> 0, B, D =£0, such that A/B > C/D. Then,
A
A+ C
C
B > B+ D > D'

Proof of (5). For any j, the range e(n, m,j) < s < e(n, m,j + 1) includes a,
values of 5 where

a, = e(n, m,j + 1) - e(n, mj)

= ["

J

I.

V m- 1 /

In reverse lexicographic ordering the sth largest m-sets in Bn with j in this range
correspond to the m-subsets of A which are disjoint from {1, . . . ,y'} and which
containy + 1. So the (m + l)-sets in Bn which cover m-sets in this range but cover
none of the first e(n, m,j) m-sets are precisely the (m + l)-sets which containy" + 1
and are disjoint from {1, . . . ,j}. The number /3. of such (m + l)-sets is

ßj = e(n, m + l,y + 1) - e(n, m + \,j) = in ~ J ~ l\.
In the range 1 < s < e(n, m, /) there are a0 + ■ • ■ +a,._, m-sets and the number
of (m + l)-sets which cover them is /?„+••
• + /?,_,. So (5) is equivalent to

ßo + ■• ■ +A-i ^ ßo+ • •• +ß,
«0+

• * • +«/-!

^

«0 +

• ' • +«,

'

which follows from the lemma, applied repeatedly, together with the observation

that
ßj

n — m —j

decreases as y increases.
Proof of (6). Fix s, e(n, m, i) < s < e(n, m, i + 1). Let y, = e(n, m, i), y2 = s
— e(n, m, i), and y3 = e(n, m, i + 1) — s. Let 5, be the number of (m + l)-sets
covering the first y, m-sets in Bn. So 5, = e(n, m + 1, i). Let 82 be the number of
(m + l)-sets covering the next y2 m-sets but which do not cover any of the first y,
m-sets. Similarly 83 is the number of new (m + l)-sets covering the next y3 m-sets.
(6) is equivalent to this inequality, which it remains to prove,

(7)

5. + 82
8X + 82 + S3
—> —-l.
Yi + y2

Yi + Y2 + Y3

For t satisfying e(n, m, i) < t < e(n, m, i + 1), let T be the rth m-set and let T*
be any (m + l)-set which covers T and which covers none of the first t — 1 m-sets.
T and T* both contain i + 1 and are disjoint from (1, . . . , /}. Throwing out the
first /' + 1 elements of A, this is the same as taking an (m — l)-subset of
{i + 2, . . . , n} and an m-set in {i + 2, . . . , n} which contains it. Hence,
— = <p(« - /' - 1, m - 1, y2).
Y2

By induction on n, we may apply (4) to obtain

<p(n — i — l, m — I, y2) > <p(n — i — l, m — I, e(n — i — 1, m — 1, n — /"— 1)).
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to taking all y2 + y3 m-sets in the range in t,

so that
& i g
—= tp(n - i - l, m - I, e(n - i — 1, m - 1, n — i — 1)).
Y2 + Y3

The last three expressions lead to

8)

8-, Sj + 8-,
—>^Z—■
Y2

Y2 + Y3

If y, = 0, that is, if i = 0, (7) follows from (8) by adding fi,/v2 to the left side of (8)
and 8x/(y2 + y3) to the right side. Henceforth assume y, > 0. The proof of (7) is
done in two cases.
Case I. Suppose ô,/y, > 82/y2. By the lemma,

8, + 8-, 8-,
.
>— •

Yi + Y2

Y2

By the lemma and (8), S2/y2 > S3/y3. Hence,

8, + 8-,
2 > 8-,
Yi + Y2

Y3

which implies (7), by the lemma.
Case 2. Suppose 5,/y, < 82/y2. By the lemma,
8X + 82
8X
.
>—■
Yi + Y2
Yi

We already proved (5) so we may use it here. In this notation, it states that

S, + 52 + S3
-ifi. > -—!--.
Yi

Yi + Y2 + Y3

These last two inequalities combine to give (7). □
As a consequence of (5), the best bound on |S *|/|S | that can be obtained

from

Theorem 6.1 is by taking the smallest k in (2) such that |S | < C) —Cm*)- When
I§ I = C) - ("mk) Üie bound in (2) is best-possible.
7. Finding all maximum-sized antichains in C(n, k). Sperner [18] showed that in
any maximum-sized antichain A in Bn, all sets in A have the same size. We show
this holds more generally in C(n, k) and we find all of these antichains.
In [6] Sperner's result was generalized by characterizing all regular posets P with
this "strong Sperner property" that in every maximum-sized antichain in P all
elements have the same rank. This does not apply here because C(n, k) is not quite
regular: although every m-set in C(n, k) is covered by n — m (m + l)-sets, the
number of (m — l)-sets covered by an m-set Zismif|Zny|>l
and m — 1 if
|Z n y| = 1. That C(n, k) is LYM implies that every element of every maximumsized antichain belongs to a maximum-sized rank, but this is not as strong as the

desired resullt. LYM posets can contain maximum-sized antichains containing
elements from more than one of the maximum-sized ranks. So instead we have to
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start over, and we make no use of the fact that C(n, k) is LYM. We generalize
Sperner's proof for B„. Lih's proof that C(n, k) is Sperner and

««**»-([h)
-(fa*)
is similar. We are merely being more careful.
Cm denotes the collection of sets in C(n, k) of size m, i.e., of rank m — 1.

Theorem 7.1. C(n, k) is Sperner,

« - A:
dx(C(n,k))
and the maximum-sized

= (r?n^-

fi»l

antichains in C(n, k) are

i.cm
2. Ci,„_xyfor odd n and i > \(n + 3), and
3. Ci,n+2yfor

even n and k = 1.

Proof. Consider the bipartite graph Gm with vertices in Cm u Cm+X and edges
between Z £ Cm and Z* £ Cm+, if Z c Z*. This observation is simple to check:
Fact 1. Gm is connected.

For a collection S of sets of the same size in C(n, k), S* (respectively, 5„)
denotes the collection of sets in C(n, k) which cover (respectively, are covered by)

sets in S.
Let S c Cm and consider the graph Gs with vertices in S u S* and edges in Gm.
Each set Z £ S is covered by « — m sets in S*, so Gs has (n — m)\S\ edges. On
the other hand, a set Z* £ S* covers m + 1 sets in Cm, unless \Z* n Y\ = 1, when
Z* covers just m sets. These sets covered by Z* need not all belong to S. Adding
over Z* £ S*, the number of edges in Gm is at most (m + 1)|S*|. This implies
Fact 2. (n - m)\S\ < (m + 1)|5*| for S G Cm.
Similarly we can count edges in the graph Gs induced by Gm on the vertices
SU^,.
Each Z £ S covers m — 1 or m sets, so Gs has at least (m — 1)|S| edges.
Each set Zm G S¿ is covered by n - m + 1 sets in Cm, so Gs has (n — m + 1)\SJ
edges in all. Hence we have

Fact 3. (m - l)\S\ < (n - m + 1)|SJ, for S C Cm.
Let A be a maximum-sized antichain in C(n, k), and let Am = A n Cm for all m.
We have three cases to consider.
Case 1. Suppose for some m < [ 5"] _ 1 that Am ^ 0 and /40 = .4, = • • • =
Am_x = 0. Then m + 1 < n - m, so that by Fact 2 with S = Am, \S\ < \S*\, and
\S\ = \S*\ only if n - m = m + 1. If S is replaced by S* in /I, we get another
antichain ,4' with \A'\ > \A\. But A is maximum-sized, so \A'\ < \A\. Hence,

\A'\ = M|=>|S| = |S*|
=> n — m = m + 1
=> m = i(« — 1).
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This forces n to be odd. Further, (n - m)\S\ = (m + l)\S*\ means that every set
covered by S* lies in S (by looking closely at the proof of Fact 2). This means that
in Gm, no edge joins a set in S u S* with a set not in S u S*. But Gm is connected
(Fact 1). Hence S = Cm and S* = Cm+1, with m =\(n - 1),

-l5l-(e(»-i))-(¿-*i))
»ldlS*l- (i(-+ 1))- («»Vi))Now 151= IS*I forces
( n~ k \_i

n-it

\{-(n-l)j-[\(n

\

+ l)l-

Since A: > 1, this is true only if both of these coefficients are zero, which is true
when k > \(n + 3). So our original assumption that m < | \n\ — 1 works only if n

is odd, k > j(n + 3), m ={(n - 1), and .4 = Cm.
Case 2. Now suppose for some m > [\n\
Am^0

and

So m — I > n —m+1,

+ 1,

Am+ X= Am+2 = ■ ■ ■ = A„ = 0.

and by Fact 3 with S = Am, \S\ < |SJ. Replacing S by

S+ produces an antichain A' at least as large as A. Reasoning as in Case 1, this
forces \S\ = |SJ, m ={-(n + 2), and n even. Hence, the inequality in Fact 3 is an
equality. This implies first that each set Z £ S covers only m — 1 sets in S#, which
implies that \Z n y| = 1 for all Z £ S. Secondly, every set in Cm covering a set in
S„ must belong to S. By the connectivity of Gm_„ this forces S = A = Cm.
|Z n Y\ = 1 for all Z G Cm implies that \Y\ = 1. Thus n is even, k = I, and
-" = C( 1/2X1 + 2)-

Case 3. A G Cri,].

Clearly \A\ is maximum means that^t

= Cri,].

To complete the proof, observe that for each n and k, the remaining possibihties
for A have the size required by the theorem. □

8. A LYM-style inequality. Lubell [16] discovered the LYM inequality for Bn by
counting the number of maximal chains in Bn passing through an antichain A in
B„. For such an A the inequality is

"'

(|Z|)

In this section Lubell's argument is extended to a wider class of collections of
subsets which includes C(n, k). For 0 < / < k < n let C(n, k, I) denote the collection of subsets of X = {I, . . . , n} which intersect y={l,...,Jfc}at
least / times.
This poset was studied in Example 3.2. Here an LYM-style inequality is derived
which is different from the actual LYM inequality for C(n, k, I).
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Theorem 8.1. Let A be an antichain in C(n, k, I). Then

(2)

2^-l—TT-

(|zn y\\
,,L
< 1-

(|5|-',) (',')

ZE/Í

Proof. Each maximal chain in C(n, k, I) looks like this: An /-subset of Y is at
the bottom. The remaining n — I elements of A are joined one at a time, in any
order, to produce the other subsets in the chain. Thus there are (*)(« — /)! maximal
chains.
For Z £ C(n, k, I), a maximal chain through Z is constructed this way: An
/-subset of Z n X is at the bottom and the remaining elements of Z are then joined
in any order, to produce Z. Then the elements of A — Z are added in any order.
So the number of maximal chains through Z is

(\zn

y\y\z\-i)\(n-\z\)\.

No maximal chain passes through more than one set in A. So the sum of the above
expressions over all Z £ A is at most the number of maximal chains. This
inequality reduces easily to (2). □
Example 8.1. With / = 0 we get the usual LYM inequality for Bn, (1).
Example 8.2. With / = 1 we get this inequality for C(n, k),

S-r-î-rr^o-

(A-1.)
In contrast, the LYM inequality for C(n, k) is

izi ;
~(i5i)-,(rM<L
Neither inequality appears to imply the other.
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